PREFACE	v
libraries oj ihe United States and Canada Meiely to have added that title \\ith a
descriptive note or with the true statement that for most purposes it superseded
all eailier lists would not have been adequate revision of the section What was
needed in addition was information as to the extent to which the largely super-
seded lists might still be useful foi information not included in the new union list,
so the scope of each older list was carefully compared with the new and a brief
annotation prepared to show how many libraries it covered which were not included
in the new Union list The publication of the two supplements to the Union list
laiscd the same question in the work on this section m the present edition of the
Guide, as the older lists in the field had again to be checked and compared with
these supplements before their present use could be estimated
Older Reference Books As this work is primarily a guide to the use of books
actually found in libraries, rather than a list of new reference books recommended
for purchase, it naturally lists many older books, including some no longer in
print Such books have been included because, however important It is to have
up-to-date information from the most recent sources foi certain subjects, there are
other subjects which can be found only, or most fully, in older works. This
happens frequently in obscure questions of biography, where names, once well
known but not now of general interest, which have been crowded out of new
encyclopedias and recent editions, can often be found easily and fully if the searcher
knows and uses older books The eighteenth-century German encyclopedia of
Zedler contains a mass of information so large that all of it has never been re-edited
in a later general encyclopedia in any language On subjects calling for modern
information this encyclopedia would naturally not be used but it is still a mine of
information on older and obscure names of persons and places, etc To quote a
different example, for most Biblical quotations Strong's Concordance, the best and
fullest modern concordance, would be used, but for a quotation from the Apocry-
pha, the older and less satisfactory concordance by Cruden should be used, as
it contains a concordance to the Apocrypha whereas Strong includes only the
canonical books For such reasons many older books are included here because of
their actual use in libraries which already have them, although some of these books
would not now be recommended for purchase in all libraries which are building up
reference collections
Prices and Entries Prices of reference books listed are given generally on the
following basis (1) for American and English publications the prices are in
the mam those of the 1934 Publishers' trade list annual and the 1932 Reference
catalogue of current literature supplemented by information from the Cumulative
Book Index and the Publishers' Circular, (2) prices for books published elsewhere
than m the English-speaking world have in most cases been supplied through the
courtesy of G E Stechert and Company, New York. That firm has not only
checked the current prices of books still in print in Europe generally, especially
German, Scandinavian, Dutch and central and east European publications, but has

